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Abstract: Rate of force/torque development scaling factor (RFD-SF/RTD-SF) was recently introduced
as a tool to quantify the neuromuscular quickness, and it could have potential for interlimb asymmetry
identification. Moreover, positive relationships in RFD-SF ability among different muscle groups were
shown, but not in the lower extremity. The first aim of our study was to use RTD-SF for interlimb
asymmetry identification. The second aim was to determine associations between plantar flexors (PF)
and knee extensors (KE). Forty young healthy athletes (14.8± 1.2 years) performed explosive isometric
contractions to a span of torque levels for PF and KE. From rapid isometric contractions, the RTD-SF
and linearity (r2) of the regression line were calculated. Using RTD-SF we identified 10% (PF) and
15% (KE) of subjects with contralateral asymmetries (>15% criterion). The results revealed significant
positive moderate correlation in RTD-SF between PF and KE (r = 0.401, p < 0.05). We supported that
RTD-SF can be a useful tool for interlimb asymmetry identification. Future research about observed
asymmetry in rapid submaximal contractions deserves more attention, as most of the functional sport
specific activities put high demands on rapid force production. Our study as first confirmed positive
associations in RTD-SF ability between muscle groups in lower limbs.
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1. Introduction

Neuromuscular function and motion evaluation is important in different (non)clinical human
movement-related areas [1,2]. Traditionally, it has been assessed using standardized isometric
or isokinetic protocols used to quantify maximal force and rate of force development (RFD) [3].
However, it has been shown that rapid force generation during voluntary contractions better relates to
sport-specific performance and functional daily tasks than maximal force does [4]. In the past few years,
RFD scaling factor (RFD-SF) was introduced as a tool to quantify the ability for rapid force generation.

To our knowledge, there is only one study that explored potential interlimb asymmetries in knee
RFD-SF with a small number of subjects [5] while RFD-SF of ankle joint has not yet been evaluated
to date. Interlimb asymmetries are known as a risk factor for lower limb injuries [6]. In the past few
years, strength deficits and contralateral differences were assessed through maximal force or torque [7],
RFD [8,9], and isokinetic performance variables [10]. These measures are more representative for
movements which require maximal force production. The advantage of RFD-SF protocol is rapid
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force generation assessment during different force ranges that are important during sports and daily
activities. Assessment of explosive force production across the span of intensities (and not only during
maximal intensity such as in RFD) could provide meaningful information. Lower limb strength and
power cut-off threshold for interlimb asymmetry identification ranges from 10 to 15% [11–13], while all
studies support that the upper limit which has been considered as a risk factor is 15% [10]. Therefore,
information about identifying interlimb asymmetry with RFD-SF on a greater number of subjects
and different joints (ankle, knee) could provide new insights for future research and clinical practice.
Although RFD-SF was reported as a reliable method for a number of muscle groups [14–16], results
related to the generalizability (associations between muscle groups) of this measure are limited only to
the index finger, elbow, and knee [14]. No similar study exists for muscle groups in lower extremities.

In our study, we will use the term rate of torque development scaling factor (RTD-SF) as the torque
values were recorded. RFD-SF and RTD-SF measures are independent of the units (N or Nm), so they
represent comparable measures. Based on the reviewed literature and lack of evidence, the first aim of
our study was to assess interlimb asymmetries with RTD-SF between dominant and non-dominant
leg for PF and KE. We hypothesized that RTD-SF is sensitive to identify subjects with asymmetries
(>15% interlimb difference) in PF and KE. The second aim was to determine associations in RTD-SF
between different lower limb joints. We hypothesized that there will be moderate to strong positive
correlations between plantar flexors (PF) and knee extensors (KE) RTD-SF.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects

Forty young healthy athletes (6 female, 34 male, 14.8± 1.2 years, 175.9± 8.4 cm, 63.5± 10.1 kg, BMI:
20.4 ± 2.2 kg/m2, left dominant: 25, right dominant: 15) from volleyball (10), tennis (5), basketball (10),
soccer (10) and track and field (5) participated in the study. To determine side-dominance, we asked
subjects which foot they use as a push-off leg to perform a unilateral jump. Subjects with lower limb
injuries in the past 6 months, back pain, neurological disorders, or recent general disease were excluded
from the study. Information about testing procedures and written informed consent were provided to
subjects and their parents/guardians prior to the experiment. Slovenian Medical Ethics Committee
approved the experiment (approval no. 0120-99/2018/5) according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Study Design

The study was designed to: (1) assess differences in RTD-SF between the dominant and
non-dominant legs for PF and KE and (2) evaluate associations in RTD-SF between PF and KE
on the dominant leg. After a standardized 10-min warm up (light running (5 min), dynamic stretching
(4 min) and activation exercises (1 min)) each subject performed rapid isometric contractions (random
order) for each condition: (unilateral PF: dominant and non-dominant, unilateral KE: dominant and
non-dominant) with 3 min of rest between each condition. The subject performed maximally rapid
torque pulses to 20, 40, 60 and 80% of pre-measured maximal isometric torque. For each torque level,
they performed approximately 20–25 rapid isometric contractions. There was 60 s of rest between
different intensities and 3 min between each condition. The target torque was displayed on a computer
screen (horizontal line on the graph) which was set at the eye level of the subject (Figure 1). Subjects
performed selected submaximal intensities in a random order. The number of pulses and measurement
protocol were conducted as previously described by Bellumori et al. [14].
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Figure 1. Measurement set-up: (a) Subject in the isometric ankle dynamometer, (b) Subject in the 
isometric knee dynamometer. 1a—thigh support for ankle motion restriction, 1b—shank support for 
knee motion restriction, 2a—rigid straps for ankle movement restriction, 2b—rigid straps for knee 
movement restriction, 3a—ankle dynamometer strain gauge sensors, 3b—knee dynamometer strain 
gauge sensor 4—acquisition and analogue-to-digital conversion unit, 5—monitor with visual 
feedback. 

2.4. Data Acquisition and Analysis 

Force transducers (1-Z6FC3/200kg, Hottinger-Baldwin Messtechnik GmbH, Darmstadt, 
Germany) were used to sample the signal at 1000 Hz by a custom-made LabView 2015 routine 
(National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX, USA). The raw data were filtered with a low-pass filtering 
with a 5-Hz cut-off frequency. For the data analyses, we used another adjusted custom-made 
LabView 2015 routine. For each subject we calculated RTD-SF (slope of the regression line from 
subset of submaximal pulses) and r2 (linearity of the regression line). The relationship between the 
peak torque and corresponding peak RTD was used to obtain regression parameters. 

2.5. Statistical Analysis 

Descriptive data of the dependent variables are presented as means and standard deviations. 
The Shapiro–Wilk test was used to assess data normality. Fisher’s z-transformation was used to 
transform r2 to obtain normal distribution. Differences in RTD-SF between dominant and 
nondominant leg for PF and KE were evaluated with paired sample t-test. Interlimb asymmetry was 
calculated with equation: 

Interlimb asymmetry (%) = (RTD-SF Dominant leg/RTD-SF Non-dominant leg) − 
1) × 100 (1) 

Pearson correlation coefficients were used to determine the relationship of dependent variables 
between muscle groups (PF, KE). Correlation was interpreted as defined by Hopkins et al. [18], (0–
0.19 trivial; 0.10–0.29 small; 0.30–0.49 moderate; 0.50–0.69 large; 0.70–0.89 very large; 0.90–0.99 nearly 

Figure 1. Measurement set-up: (a) Subject in the isometric ankle dynamometer, (b) Subject in the
isometric knee dynamometer. 1a—thigh support for ankle motion restriction, 1b—shank support for
knee motion restriction, 2a—rigid straps for ankle movement restriction, 2b—rigid straps for knee
movement restriction, 3a—ankle dynamometer strain gauge sensors, 3b—knee dynamometer strain
gauge sensor 4—acquisition and analogue-to-digital conversion unit, 5—monitor with visual feedback.

2.3. Testing Procedures

Ankle RTD-SF measurements were obtained using isometric ankle dynamometer (S2P, Science to
Practice, ltd., Ljubljana, Slovenia) (Figure 1a). The dynamometer was adjusted to the subject. Ankles,
knees and hips were at 90◦ in the sagittal plane. Mechanically independent pedals were used to fix
both feet. The lateral malleolus of the ankles was aligned with the axis of each pedal. Heel lifting
was prevented with mechanical brakes over the knees. Tightly fastened rigid straps at the level of the
metatarsophalangeal joints were placed over the dorsum of each foot. Knee RTD-SF measurements were
obtained using isometric knee dynamometer (S2P, Science to Practice, Ltd., Ljubljana, Slovenia) [17]
(Figure 1b). The hips angle was set to 90◦ flexion, while the knee angle was set to 60◦ flexion (full knee
extension = 0◦). The knee axis was aligned with the axis of the dynamometer‘s lever arm, while the
shank was supported 2 fingers proximal of lateral malleolus. Hip fixation was ensured with a strap
over the pelvis.

2.4. Data Acquisition and Analysis

Force transducers (1-Z6FC3/200kg, Hottinger-Baldwin Messtechnik GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany)
were used to sample the signal at 1000 Hz by a custom-made LabView 2015 routine (National
Instruments Corp., Austin, TX, USA). The raw data were filtered with a low-pass filtering with a 5-Hz
cut-off frequency. For the data analyses, we used another adjusted custom-made LabView 2015 routine.
For each subject we calculated RTD-SF (slope of the regression line from subset of submaximal pulses)
and r2 (linearity of the regression line). The relationship between the peak torque and corresponding
peak RTD was used to obtain regression parameters.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Descriptive data of the dependent variables are presented as means and standard deviations.
The Shapiro–Wilk test was used to assess data normality. Fisher’s z-transformation was used to
transform r2 to obtain normal distribution. Differences in RTD-SF between dominant and nondominant
leg for PF and KE were evaluated with paired sample t-test. Interlimb asymmetry was calculated
with equation:

Interlimb asymmetry (%) = (RTD-SF Dominant leg/RTD-SF Non-dominant leg) − 1) × 100 (1)
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Pearson correlation coefficients were used to determine the relationship of dependent variables
between muscle groups (PF, KE). Correlation was interpreted as defined by Hopkins et al. [18],
(0–0.19 trivial; 0.10–0.29 small; 0.30–0.49 moderate; 0.50–0.69 large; 0.70–0.89 very large; 0.90–0.99
nearly perfect; 1 perfect). Significance level was set at p < 0.05 (two-tailed). Statistical analyses were
performed using the SPSS (IBM SPSS v26.0 Chicago, IL, USA) software package.

3. Results

Sample recordings of rapid pulses during RTD-SF measurement from representative subject
are presented in Figure 2a, while differences between plots of dominant and non-dominant leg are
presented in Figure 2b (PF) and 2c (KE).
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0.401, p = 0.013), while there was no correlation for r2 (r = 0.099, p = 0.544). 

Figure 2. (a) Sample recording of rapid pulses to a variety of amplitudes. (b) Plantar flexors (PF)
RTD-SF plot with data points taken from the peaks for dominant and non-dominant leg. (c) Knee
extensors (KE) RTD-SF plot with data points for dominant and non-dominant leg.

The average RTD-SF for the PF dominant leg was 5.9 ± 1.1/s, while the average RTD-SF for the
dominant KE was 7.9 ± 1.4/s. A strong linear relationship was calculated for dominant leg of PF
(r2 = 0.90 ± 0.06) and KE (r2 = 0.89 ± 0.1).

In PF, no interlimb differences between dominant (5.9 ± 1.1/s, r2 = 0.90 ± 0.06) and non-dominant
(5.85 ± 1.0/s, r2 = 0.91 ± 0.06) were calculated for RTD-SF (p = 0.69) and r2 (p = 0.68). For the KE, there
was also no significant differences between the dominant (7.9 ± 1.4/s, r2 = 0.89 ± 0.1) and non-dominant
leg (7.9 ± 1.2/s, r2 = 0.92 ± 0.1) for RTD-SF (p = 0.995) and r2 (p = 0.140).

Identification of asymmetries (interlimb asymmetries >15%) using RTD-SF revealed 10% of
asymmetric subjects in PF and 15% of asymmetric subjects in KE (Figure 3).
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Significant positive moderate correlations between PF and KE were obtained for RTD-SF (r = 0.401,
p = 0.013), while there was no correlation for r2 (r = 0.099, p = 0.544).

4. Discussion

The main findings of our study revealed: (1) presence of PF interlimb asymmetries in 10% of
subjects and KE interlimb asymmetries in 15% of subjects using RTD-SF as the differentiation criteria
(>15% interlimb difference); (2) moderate positive relationship in RTD-SF between PF and KE of
dominant leg.

With our study, we wanted to verify if the leg dominance needs to be considered when measuring
the RTD-SF of lower limbs in healthy population. There were no significant differences between the
dominant and non-dominant legs for PF and KE in RTD-SF and r2. Due to homogenous RTD-SF,
we can conclude that explosive isometric torque production calculated as the slope of the regression
line (RTD-SF) between the peak values of torque pulses and each corresponding peak RTD (different
submaximal level) is similar between dominant and non-dominant in both muscle groups. Moreover,
r2 values that are obtained from a previously mentioned relationship show the stability of the scaling of
RTD with the extent of the produced torque. Our high r2 values in both legs and muscle groups indicate
that the time to reach peak torque does not variate, regardless of torque amplitude [19]. Potential
differences in RTD-SF ability between legs have been investigated in only one study [5] for knee joint.
They revealed 17.7% (knee flexors) and 17.4% (KE) of asymmetric young football players which is
consistent with our results. To date, there are no studies about RTD-SF/RFD-SF measurements in
ankle joint, while our results revealed smaller number of asymmetric subjects in PF (10%) compared
to KE (15%). Taking into account these results, we can partly accept our first hypothesis. Namely,
the observed asymmetry in rapid isometric contractions deserves more attention, as most of the sport
specific activities (jumping, shooting, change of direction, etc.) put high demands on rapid force/power
production and control. RTD-SF could be useful method for identifying interlimb asymmetries as
it was revealed that identifies more subjects with KE asymmetry (17.4%) compared to RTD (8.5%),
maximal force (9.9%) and isokinetic (6%) [5]. As we already mentioned, RTD-SF protocol assesses
neuromuscular ability to produce explosive joint torques over a wide range of submaximal intensities
(not only maximal intensity). Such assessment of explosive torque production might better predict
interlimb asymmetries or different aspect of it.

The RTD-SF and r2 values for KE are very similar to previous studies [14,15] which confirms
that RTD-SF can yield comparable results if similar protocol is used. We confirmed our second
hypothesis as we revealed generally moderate positive relationship for RTD-SF between PF and KE of
the dominant leg (r = 0.401, p < 0.05). To date, two studies revealed moderate correlation in RFD-SF in
the upper extremity between index finger and elbow extensors for young (r = 0.6) and older adults
(r = 0.77) [14,20]. Higher correlations between muscles in upper extremity can be explained with a
higher rate of innervation in the upper extremity [21], while positive associations between PF and KE
can be explained due to their relationship during most functional multi-joint movements and their
function in muscle synergies [22]. We assume that RTD-SF correlation between PF and KE may be
even greater because gastrocnemius contribution to ankle plantar flexion, as the predominantly fast
twitch muscle is limited in a flexed knee position [23]. Therefore, RTD-SF performance in this position
depends, to a greater extent, on the predominantly slow twitch soleus muscle [24].

One of the limitations of our study was the homogeneous sample (young athletes), while stronger
correlations may be seen for heterogeneous samples with respect to functional abilities and greater
joint-to-joint correlations. In addition, the presence of athletes from different sports may influence
interlimb differences, as some sports are more side dominant than others. This question can open
further opportunities in which the influence of sport side dominance on RTD-SF ability should be
questioned. Moreover, a similar study should be conducted on the healthy adult population, as young
athletes are still in development phase.
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5. Conclusions

Similar interlimb RTD-SF of PF and KE revealed that leg dominance does not influence RTD-SF
performance, while it may be useful tool for interlimb asymmetry identification. Moreover, this was the
first study that confirmed associations in RTD-SF ability between muscle groups in lower extremities,
which supports the assertion about RTD-SF/RFD-SF as a general neuromuscular quality known as
a quickness.
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